
Plug-in system
One solution for many areas of application



You should expect a lot from modern rack systems: They accommodate a variety of warehouse goods, 
have a high capacity and are also sufficiently flexible in order to make optimal use of any storage space. 
The Plug-in system from SCHULTE Lagertechnik meets these requirements with a great number of  
varieties and combination options. For example, our kanban, bin front and bay racks enable individual 
warehouse solutions in workshop, business or warehouse goods management. 

TÜV-approved, RAL-certified product quality and the long-term availability of the shelving systems make 
our Plug-in systems a safe investment.

Properties

��  Racks for various areas of application

�� Bay loads of up to 3.5 t permitted depending on 
the product

�� Shelves for shelf loads from 85 to 330 kg

�� Increase in shelf loads by optional support frames 
to a 410 kg shelf load

�� Shelf width 750 mm, 1000 mm, 1300 mm, 1500 mm

�� Shelves adjustable in 25 mm grid

��  MULTIplus shelves with integrated system  
perforation for variable accessories 

�� Maximum height up to 7.500 mm 

» Flexible use of storage space 
 for individual requirements



» Reference example car supplier 

“Storage block” with integrated workplaces  
and representative visuals

Two-storey rack system based on  
the Plug-in system from SCHULTE Lagertechnik

PROJECT STORY amazing ...

The challenge
Due to economic growth and the desire for a representative working environment, our  
customer decided to construct a new warehouse. Planning and implementation by our experts 
should increase warehouse capacity on the existing area, optimise logistical processes and  
create attractive workplaces. As part of an intensive on-site consultation, we analysed local  
requirements, identified potential for improvement, developed a solution concept and  
implemented it.

The problem Our solution

Capacity should be multiplied on a 110 m² 
surface area

�� Constructing a two-storey rack system

�� Basis: Plug-in system with 1,100 
MULTIplus150 and MULTIplus250 shelves

Ineffective order processing made warehouse 
optimisation necessary.

��  Integration of a small-parts warehouse  
with an optimised sorting system

��  New workplaces directly at the exterior 
walls of the warehouse

Sensitive components and products required 
a dust-free environment.

�� Installation of dustproof cupboards,   
casing and a complete coverage of the  
rack system 

The storage space should be logistically  
efficient and visually representative.

��  Veneering of rack system with full steel 
sheet walls in the company colours.  
Formation of an attractive “storage block”



The details

» The Plug-in system from SCHULTE  
Lagertechnik uses high-performance  
MULTIplus shelves for loads from  
85 to 330 kg shelf load and a punch  
hole in the 25 mm grid for flexible,  
optimal use of space. «

Two-storey rack system based on  
the Plug-in system from SCHULTE Lagertechnik

MULTIplus T-Profile
with 25 mm grid punch 
for the height adjustment of 
the shelves

... from the pros! 

The result
The storage capacity was increased sixfold, work processes  
were sped up and, in addition, an attractive working  
environment with a distinguished character was created.

�� Increase in capacity from 110 m² to approx. 700 m² 

�� Massive increase in the number of shelves due to the  
MULTIplus system

�� Integrated dust protection cover for increased product  
quality and reduced cleaning time

�� Accelerated processing of orders due to shortened  
walking routes

�� Visually attractive “storage block” in the company  
colours for representation and a pleasant working  
environment

MULTIplus shelves 
for load capacities from 85 kg to 330 kg



Briefly and concisely –  
your benefits:

Flexibilität

�� Meeting individual requirements by means of a  
large selection of different rack varieties and  
accessory parts

�� Selection of shelves between 85-330 kg shelf load 
depending on the warehouse goods

�� Optimal adaptation to warehouse areas and goods 
by means of shelves of various widths and depths

�� Rapid assembly and accelerated conversion by 
means of plug connectors

SCHULTE Lagertechnik continuously create innovative new solutions for your warehouse. We have 
thus developed the MULTIplus shelves with an extremely stable box form – for maximum loading  
capacity at low edge heights. The MULTIplus150 series can bear loads of up to 150 kg with an edge 
height of 25 mm – a hitherto unique solution for increased storage capacity.

Efficiency

�� Ideal use of rack volume through the  
25 mm grid punch for the height  
adjustment of the shelves

�� Up to 25 % higher lifting capacity for the 
MULTIplus shelves due to optimised box 
form 

�� Increase in storage area through more 
shelves per rack

Reliability

�� Investment safety due to long-term  
availability of shelves and accessories

��  RAL quality seal

��  TÜV-approved safety

�� 5 years warranty

»  Innovative technology  
and intelligent design

SCHULTE Lagertechnik – please scan this QR code! ‹‹

�� For more information on the Plug-in system from  

SCHULTE Lagertechnik – please scan this QR code! ‹‹



» Best advice 
	 from	the	idea	to	the	finished	warehouse

Experience, skill and close contact with customers are our strengths. Our highly qualified  
rack specialists will advise you directly on site – prompt, individual and fair.  Sector-specific  
warehousing and logistics concepts that meet your requirements in all process phases from  
a single source:

Analysis
Our warehouse experts recognize your requirements.

Planning
We skilfully accompany you from the concept to the creation of a CAD visualisation.

Implementation
SCHULTE Lagertechnik makes your plans a reality – from production to assembly through to the 
final warehouse acceptance.

Service
Our approved racking inspectors check your racking systems – for safety, value retention and 
optimisation.


